Use of multiple azimuthal angles to enable advanced scatterometry applications
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The ability to extract critical parameters using scatterometry depends on the parameter sensitivity and correlation at different wavelengths. These, in turn, determine the key metrics: accuracy, precision, and tool-to-tool matching. Parameter sensitivity and correlation can vary drastically, depending on whether the oblique incident light beam is parallel (azimuth angle = 90 degrees), perpendicular (azimuth angle = 0 degrees), or at an intermediate angle to the measured structures. In this paper, we explore the use of both variable- and multiple-azimuth (AZ) (or multi-AZ) angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) to optimize the measurement performance for different applications.

The first example compares the sensitivity and results using SE at 0 and 90 degree AZ angles for a BEOL post-litho metal trench application. We observe up to a sixfold improvement in key metrics for critical parameters using 90 degree over 0 degree AZ angle spectra.

The second example illustrates the benefits of a multiple-AZ angle approach to extract critical parameters for a two-dimensional logic High-K Metal Gate (HKMG) structure. Typically, this approach simultaneously fits two sets of SE spectra collected from the same location on the wafer at different AZ angles with the same physical model. This helps both validate and decorrelate critical parameters, enabling robust measurements. Results show that, for this application, the measurement performance metrics for each critical parameter are improved in almost every case.
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1. INTRODUCTION

As modern semiconductor structures become increasingly complex in order to maintain Moore’s Law, they become increasingly more challenging to measure. Not only are entirely new types of metrology needed to meet these challenges, but existing metrologies must improve to keep pace. Now considered an established metrology, scatterometry is one such metrology that has consistently improved since its introduction. An inherent weakness of scatterometry is that it is susceptible to correlation between critical measurement parameters and reduced sensitivity to their measurement. Either of these traits can make it difficult or impossible to measure such critical parameters for complex applications.

Fortunately, however, scatterometry suppliers and their customers have developed and refined additional capabilities that have allowed scatterometry to meet the challenges of additional structural complexity while keeping the problems of reduced parameter sensitivity and increased parameter correlation at bay. Common methods that scatterometers have used for many years to extract more useful information from the structure of interest—thereby breaking these correlations and increasing sensitivity to critical parameters—include the use of broadband light (often down to wavelengths in the extreme UV portion of the spectrum) and polarization. Other, less commonly used methods include the use of non-zeroth order reflected light and variable angles of incidence (AOI).

This paper, however, describes the use of yet two more methods for breaking correlations and increasing sensitivity: variable- and multi-azimuth (AZ) angle incident light. In variable-AZ angle scatterometry, the incident light (which
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strikes the structure at an oblique angle of incidence) is no longer restricted to a single azimuth angle relative to the structure. Instead, the azimuth angle of the incident light can vary, and the one that provides the best overall measurement is chosen over the other angles. For many structures, this flexibility significantly increases parameter sensitivity and reduces parameter correlation. Figure 1 illustrates the use of variable-AZ angle scatterometry. The plots in this figure demonstrate how different AZ angles can be associated with strong sensitivities in different spectral regimes. In multiple-AZ angle scatterometry, spectra from two or more different AZ angles are collected sequentially from the same structure and analyzed simultaneously. The same physical model of the structure is used to analyze both spectra; a single set of results is the output. This approach can be very powerful, as it significantly increases the amount of information collected from the sample. For some structures, this is enough to make significant gains in sensitivity and correlation, thereby producing a better measurement.

In this work, a state-of-the-art spectroscopic ellipsometer (SE) with deep-UV capability down to 150 nm was used to measure the wafers.

2. STRUCTURES

2.1 BEOL M2 post-litho
Two structures were used to demonstrate the advantages of off-azimuth angle scatterometry. The first structure—a 32 nm node Back End of Line Metal 2 (BEOL M2) grating of nested lines measured after lithography—was measured at two different AZ angles in order to show the advantage, at least for this application, of a non-standard AZ angle measurement. The first AZ angle is 0 degrees (the standard angle, and perpendicular to the grating lines), while the second AZ angle is 90 degrees (the non-standard angle, and parallel to the grating lines). Because the different AZ angle spectra were not combined for this analysis, this method is called the variable-AZ angle approach.

A schematic of the structure and model is shown in figure 2. Here, SiNCH, ULK, HM and OPL stand for nitrogen doped SiC, ultra low k, hard mask, and optical planarization layer, respectively. The critical parameters for this application are the bottom critical dimension (BCD) of the resist, middle CD (MCD) of the resist, sidewall angle (SWA) of the resist, and height of the resist. For this work two wafers were measured, one exposed with a focus-exposure matrix (FEM), the other exposed with constant and standard (POR) lithography conditions.

2.2 High-K Metal Gate post-etch
The second structure—a 32 nm node High-K Metal Gate (HKMG) grating of nested lines—was measured after the etching and cleaning processes.

Figure 1: Schematic showing the difference between azimuth (AZ) angles of 0 and 90 degrees. The spectral plots are not from wafers in this study; however, they demonstrate how spectral sensitivity as a function of wavelength can vary from one AZ angle to another.

Figure 2: The BEOL Metal 2 post-litho structure used to test the variable-AZ technique. SiNCH, ULK, HM and OPL stand for nitrogen doped SiC, ultra low k, hard mask, and optical planarization layer, respectively. The critical parameters are the BCD, MCD, SWA, and height of the photoresist.
Again, spectra were collected at both 0 degrees and 90 degrees. In this case, however, both spectra were combined during analysis in order to demonstrate that the multiple-AZ angle approach is better, at least for this application, than the standard 0 degree AZ angle approach.

Figure 3 illustrates a schematic of the structure and model. For this application the critical parameters are the metal layer footing (or undercut), the metal layer BCD, the silicon SWA, and the silicon BCD. Note that for the metal foot/undercut parameter, at most only one of these can be observed at any given site, since the foot occurs when the metal protrudes slightly from the silicon, while the undercut occurs when the metal is recessed relative to the silicon. In this experiment, several wafers subjected to a range of lithography and etch conditions were measured. These varied process conditions pushed the critical parameter values substantially beyond their normal limits in order to demonstrate measurement success across a wide range of conditions.

3. RESULTS

Metrics that can be used to assess the success of variable- and multiple-AZ angle scatterometry are identified and evaluated here. They can be grouped into two categories: modeling software metrics and standard metrology metrics.

3.1 Modeling software metrics

Scatterometry modeling software typically utilizes various metrics that assist the user in optimizing the model. Such metrics are internally generated in the software and therefore are not transferable from one supplier’s software to another’s. This is because, even for a metric with the same name and meaning between two suppliers’ software, the details of how the metric is calculated vary between the suppliers. Thus, although these metrics have limited ability to properly compare models between suppliers, they are still useful in comparing different models of the same structure for a given supplier. One exception to this is the Normalized Goodness-of-Fit (NGOF), which is only used to make sure that a given model generates spectra that fit reasonably well to measured spectra.

The first three modeling metrics do not depend on measurement spectra from the structure of interest. Instead, they depend on only the geometry of the model, the material optical constants that have been input into the model, and the algorithms specific to that software. The first of these, modeling precision, is an estimate of the measured precision that could be expected from this structure. Figure 4 shows the modeling precision for the critical parameters of the M2 application as a function of AZ angle, relative to an AZ angle of 0 degrees.

Figure 4: Relative modeling precision for the M2 application as a function of AZ angle. All critical parameters show improved precision at 90 degrees relative to the standard 0 degrees.
degrees. Note the lower precision for each parameter at 90 degrees compared to 0 degrees. Figure 5 shows the modeling precisions for the HKMG critical parameters for the 0 degree AZ angle approach and the multi-AZ angle approach, the latter being a combination of both 0 and 90 degrees AZ angle. The multi-AZ angle approach has significantly better precisions than the 0 AZ angle approach—as much as a 5x improvement.

The next metric, modeling sensitivity¹², reveals how sensitive calculated spectra are to theoretical changes in the critical parameters. A given incremental change in one parameter that produces significant spectral changes means that the sensitivity for this parameter is good compared to another parameter that produces subtle spectral changes for the same incremental change. The higher the sensitivity value, the easier it is to detect changes in that parameter, making that parameter easier to measure.

Another software metric is modeling correlation.¹ A high correlation between two parameters means that a given spectral change could be almost equally attributable to a change in either parameter. Thus, it is difficult to distinguish between the two parameters, thereby making it difficult to measure both simultaneously. A unity correlation means that the two parameters cannot be decoupled using that model. Since each floating parameter has a correlation value to every other floating parameter, only the highest correlation for a given parameter is generally the most relevant—and only this type of correlation is provided in this paper.

Figure 6 displays the modeling sensitivity as a function of AZ angle for the M2 application. Here, only the critical parameters that are also basis parameters (parameters that are not derived from other parameters in the model) are shown, since the sensitivity of non-basis parameters are essentially derived from those of basis parameters. The modeling correlation as a function of AZ angle.

Figure 5: Absolute modeling precision for the HKMG application for each critical parameter. All critical parameters show improved precision using multi-AZ relative to the standard 0 degrees.

Figure 6: Relative modeling sensitivity for the M2 application as a function of AZ angle. Only the critical parameters which are also basis parameters are shown. The BCD and SWA show slightly improved sensitivities with the 90 degree AZ angle, while the height sensitivity degrades with increasing AZ angle.
angle for the M2 application is pictured in figure 7. Again, only critical parameters that are also basis parameters are shown. As seen in these figures, the BCD and SWA of the resist have better sensitivities and correlations at 90 degrees, while the height of the resist trends in the opposite direction for sensitivity, but noticeably improves for correlation. The fact that there is a trade-off (worse sensitivity for height) with using the 90 degree AZ angle should not come as a surprise. It is expected that some results will improve and some will degrade when changing the AZ angle. The key is to find the AZ angle that provides the most advantages and the fewest disadvantages. A close inspection of the M2 modeling results (figures 4, 6, and 7) reveals that an AZ angle of about 70 degrees would provide slightly better results than 90 degrees. This alternate angle was not pursued because spectra were collected only at 0 and 90 degrees while the wafers were available.

For the HKMG application, only one of the critical parameters, the metal foot/undercut, is also a basis parameter, so the sensitivity and correlation for this parameter are shown together in figure 8. From this figure, it can be seen that both of these metrics improve noticeably for this parameter.

Finally, the NGOF values for both models of each application are comparable, so reasonable spectral fitting is occurring. This “sanity check” is displayed in figure 9.

3.2 Standard metrology metrics
The other metrics that are used to determine the success of a model are categorized as “standard metrology metrics.” These metrics cover the ubiquitous metrology concepts of precision, tool matching, and accuracy.
3.2.1 Precision

The three most common precision metrics—the names often vary, but the concepts remain the same—are static precision, short term dynamic repeatability (STDR), and long term dynamic repeatability (LTDR). A static precision test consists of repeated measurements of the same structure without changing the relative positions of the wafer and optical beam. In this paper, a representative sample of several chips across the wafer set for each application was chosen. Two different tools were evaluated, and 15 repeats per chip were collected. The results are displayed in figures 10 and 11. Although for the M2 application, the MCD static precision worsened slightly with the use of the non-standard 90 degree AZ angle, the other parameters greatly improved. Static precision is uniformly improved for the HKMG application—improvements range from about a 2x improvement for the metal BCD to an almost 16x improvement for the silicon BCD.

STDR measurements consist of repeated data collections of the same samples over a relatively short period of time, with a wafer unload step between each measurement for a given chip. Ten repeats for each chip were completed, and the measurements spanned two different tools for each of the applications. Figure 12 contains the STDR data for both M2 models, while figure 13 contains the HKMG data. Both applications see across-the-board improvements.

LTDR measurements are similar to STDR measurements except they are collected over a longer period of time—in this case five days for each application. The number of repeats per chip is 15 for M2 (three per day for five days) and five for HKMG (one per day). Data were collected across two different tools for each application. Figures 14 and 15

---

Figure 9: Normalized Goodness-of-Fit (NGOF) for M2 (left) and HKMG (right) for each model. The means and standard deviations are all acceptable, indicating that all models pass basic quality checks.

Figure 10: M2 relative static precision for the critical parameters. The 90 degree AZ angle model provides a lower static precision for three out of four parameters.

Figure 11: HKMG relative static precision for the critical parameters. The multi-AZ angle model provides a significantly better static precision.

3.2.1 Precision

The three most common precision metrics—the names often vary, but the concepts remain the same—are static precision, short term dynamic repeatability (STDR), and long term dynamic repeatability (LTDR). A static precision test consists of repeated measurements of the same structure without changing the relative positions of the wafer and optical beam. In this paper, a representative sample of several chips across the wafer set for each application was chosen. Two different tools were evaluated, and 15 repeats per chip were collected. The results are displayed in figures 10 and 11. Although for the M2 application, the MCD static precision worsened slightly with the use of the non-standard 90 degree AZ angle, the other parameters greatly improved. Static precision is uniformly improved for the HKMG application—improvements range from about a 2x improvement for the metal BCD to an almost 16x improvement for the silicon BCD.

STDR measurements consist of repeated data collections of the same samples over a relatively short period of time, with a wafer unload step between each measurement for a given chip. Ten repeats for each chip were completed, and the measurements spanned two different tools for each of the applications. Figure 12 contains the STDR data for both M2 models, while figure 13 contains the HKMG data. Both applications see across-the-board improvements.

LTDR measurements are similar to STDR measurements except they are collected over a longer period of time—in this case five days for each application. The number of repeats per chip is 15 for M2 (three per day for five days) and five for HKMG (one per day). Data were collected across two different tools for each application. Figures 14 and 15.
Figure 12: M2 relative STDR for the critical parameters. The 90 degree AZ angle model provides a significantly better STDR.

Figure 13: HKMG relative STDR for the critical parameters. The multi-AZ angle model provides a significantly better STDR.

Figure 14: M2 relative LTDR for the critical parameters. The 90 degree AZ angle model provides a better LTDR for the BCD and height parameters.

Figure 15: HKMG relative LTDR for the critical parameters. The multi-AZ angle model provides a better LTDR for the metal BCD and metal foot/undercut parameters.

Figure 16: M2 relative FMP for the critical parameters. The 90 degree AZ angle model provides a better FMP for three out of the four critical parameters.

Figure 17: HKMG relative FMP for the critical parameters. The multi-AZ angle model provides a significantly better FMP.
summarize the LTDR data. The 90 degree AZ angle method for the M2 application certainly does not offer an advantage over the 0 degree AZ angle method when it comes to LTDR; however, as previously mentioned, one may have to accept degraded performance in some areas when changing the AZ angle. The situation for HKMG is somewhat better, with two parameters essentially unchanged and two parameters noticeably improved with the use of the multi-AZ angle method.

### 3.2.2 Tool matching

For a tool matching metric the authors choose the Fleet Measurement Precision (FMP) methodology described by Solecky et al. Data collected for the FMP study are significant because this metric contains components of not only tool-to-tool matching, but also short- and long-term precision (STDR and LTDR). The LTDR data in figures 14 and 15 were derived from the FMP data set, so the FMP sampling is the same as that of the LTDR sampling described above. FMP values for the M2 application are displayed in figure 16. Although the FMP for MCD is essentially unchanged, the FMP for BCD and SWA are about 2x better with the 90 degree AZ angle, and almost 5x better for the height parameter. The HKMG FMP results are provided in figure 17. All critical parameters show improvement, with reductions in FMP from about 25% to about 50%.

### 3.2.3 Accuracy

The last standard metrology metric is accuracy. Although an absolute accuracy determination is important in some evaluations, a relative accuracy determination is sufficient here. For this, the authors choose Total Measurement Uncertainty (TMU) analysis. The main metric of this analysis is TMU, which is a quantitative estimate of the measurement error associated with a Tool under Test (TuT) when compared to a Reference Measurement System (RMS). Here, the TuT is the scatterometer (using either model) and the RMS is either the critical dimension scanning electron microscope (CDSEM) or the transmission electron microscope (TEM). For more information on TMU analysis, the authors recommend several papers. In this paper, TMU values are compared to those obtained using the 0 degree AZ angle method.

**Figure 18:** M2 CD correlation vs. CDSEM. The AZ models provide equivalent CD accuracy.

**Figure 19:** HKMG CD correlation vs. CDSEM. The multi-AZ model performs 35% better in TMU than the 0 degree AZ model.
Due to the nature of the CDSEM measurement, for advanced applications such as the M2 post-litho and the HKMG post-etch applications it is unknown exactly at what height of the structure the tool is measuring. Because of this, it is common practice to compare scatterometer values from multiple heights and use the height that provides the best correlation to CDSEM. This technique was used for both applications in this paper.

For the M2 application, the scatterometry values were only compared to the CDSEM. Results for both the 0 degree AZ angle and the 90 degree AZ angle models are shown in figure 18. For these correlations, each site was measured 81 times (each in a different location) by the CDSEM in order to minimize uncertainties due to across-grating variation. Note that the TMU at 90 degrees is only 2% higher than at 0 degrees, with an almost identical slope. Thus, both models provide the same level of CD accuracy.

Correlation to CDSEM for the HKMG application is displayed in figure 19. In this case, the CDSEM measured each site 81 times (again, each in a different location). The multi-AZ angle approach provides a 35% improvement in TMU for CD, which represents a significant gain in accuracy.

Since the height of a CD measurement from the TEM images of the HKMG wafers is clear, direct comparisons of CD as a function of height can be made. Thus, scatterometry measurements of the three critical parameters Si BCD, metal BCD, and metal foot/undercut are compared to TEM measurements. In each case, TEM images from ten different gates from each site were measured; the average values from each site are compared to each model’s measurements of these critical parameters.

Correlation to TEM for Si BCD is provided in figure 20. The multi-AZ model produces an enormous 3x improvement in TMU. For metal BCD, a noticeable improvement of about 30% is gained by using the multi-AZ model (figure 21). Finally, figure 22 shows that the multi-AZ model measurement of metal foot/undercut is almost 20% better than that of the 0 degree AZ model.
4. CONCLUSIONS

As semiconductor structures become increasingly complex, they require ever more sophisticated metrology to characterize and control them. For scatterometry, moving toward more sophistication often means acquiring more information from the sample, and acquiring the information in different ways. One way to do this is through the use of variable- and multi-AZ angle scatterometry, two powerful techniques that add significant capability to that already available to scatterometry users.

These techniques can increase modeling sensitivity and reduce modeling correlations, thereby improving metrology performance in metrics such as precision, tool matching, and accuracy.

Improvements are not necessarily gained from all applications, but were seen for two examples that demonstrate these methods. In the first, the variable-AZ angle method was applied to a 32nm BEOL M2 post-litho structure by measuring at a 90 degree AZ angle (parallel to the M2 lines), which is different from the standard 0 degree AZ angle (perpendicular to the M2 lines). Although some trade-offs are observed in the results coming from the two different angles, most of the results demonstrate an equivalency between the two models or an improvement when using the 90 degree AZ angle. The metrics that show the most improvements are the short term dynamic repeatability and the tool matching. Further metrology improvements are likely by combining the 0 and 90 degree AZ spectra (multi-AZ angle method)—in fact, modeling simulations suggest this to be true—but the authors prefer to demonstrate the variable-AZ angle method for one application in this study.

The multi-AZ angle method, which involves combining two sets of spectra collected at different AZ angles and producing one set of results from those spectra, is demonstrated using a 32nm High-K Metal Gate post-etch structure. Although an implementation of the multi-AZ technique would impart a throughput reduction due to the in-tandem collection of two spectra per site, for this application this method shows significant improvements over the standard 0 degree AZ angle measurement in nearly every case, with no decrease in measurement performance. The most significant performance gains are observed in the areas of static precision, short term dynamic repeatability, and accuracy.
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